The workplace is where we unite, collaborate and create. It’s a dynamic environment where diverse people, cultures, ideas and technologies combine. But for this to be a success we all need space - space to think, meet, create, and play.

To achieve this, we must make work spaces more intuitive and fluid. Along the way, we’ve asked a few questions to get to know you, your team and the unique way in which you work. The answers have formed the foundation of our most innovative solution yet — one that provides a seemingly endless range of work place possibilities.

We’d like to introduce you to Intuity.
THE GLOBAL FLOOR PLATE

The global community is more connected than ever before. Businesses are striving to meet the challenge of competing globally while reinforcing company culture and embracing the diversity of their teams. Intuity has been designed for the global floorplate.

Whether you are a multinational organisation with headquarters in Chicago, a sales office in Mumbai and a financial center in Hong Kong, or you’re an emerging event management agency in São Paulo, Intuity can create a total floorplate solution that will both cater to your immediate needs and evolve with your business.
YOUR SPACE

WHAT WOULD YOUR WORKSPACE LOOK LIKE?

Introducing a creative approach to optimising your floorplate.
The Intuity project began with a global, cross-industry insights and research process. During this phase we consulted clients, designers and specifiers from key international markets to understand the changing needs for businesses in both established and emerging economies.

With these insights our design team collaborated with bangdesign and together we set out to develop a universal system with the flexibility to change and adapt to the needs of different businesses in almost any market across the globe.

Intuity symbolises a new approach to office furniture based on using integrated components to create unique workspaces that span the entire floorplate.

Each component within Intuity’s kit of parts has been carefully crafted to ensure it only uses the essential materials required.

Intuity is also underpinned by a regionalised service programme that sources its raw materials from local, sustainable partners. Combine that with in-market assembly practices and dedicated local project management teams, and we can deliver complex solutions on time, practically anywhere in the world.
Because markets and technologies are always evolving, organisations need a system that can cope with ever-changing workplace behaviours and work styles.

Traditional furniture systems are comprised of components that combine in a finite number of configurations to create static work areas.

Intuity is designed with a long-term outlook; it enables you to make the most of your space through a comprehensive kit of parts that can be integrated into any number of possibilities.

As a future-focussed platform, Intuity’s modular system allows you to recycle and reuse components to create new workspace solutions and to redefine environments.
01: Intuity unique beam and rail structure creates wonderful open benching experience with rich flexibility.

02: Intuity offers possibility of integration to Haworth panel systems, for easy managing transition from high privacy to open plan.

03, 04: L-shape and 120 degree configurations can feature hung screens or modesty panels with remarkable desk screens.

Intuity — co-create your workspace
01: Intuity can meet both private workstation and cluster needs.

02: Extension top creates an accessible setting for quick catch-ups.

03: A hexagonal conference table offers a more formal aesthetic for client-facing and executive spaces, in addition to improving sight lines and overall communication.

04: An informal meeting table can serve equally well in a project room, a shared social space, or in the middle of a floorplate as a touch-down area for mobile workers.
Intuity — co-create your workspace
Intuity HAT responds to the needs of wellness-focused employers and employees in today’s global workplace. Catering to both freestanding and work cluster applications, Intuity HAT offers technician height and user height adjustability and features a centralised cable channel and under-desk cable tray for proper cable management.

Offering both hand crank and motorised adjustability with the option to incorporate the universal rail and accessories also available for the rest of the Intuity system, Intuity HAT seamlessly integrates across your floorplate.
01:02: HAT cluster settings support a variety of group workstyles. Yourway worktools and rail supported open platform elevate the performance to an even higher level.

03: HAT offers clear leg room for freestanding setting.

04: A slim profile allows Intuity HAT to integrate seamlessly with the rest of the Intuity system, across your entire floorplate.
**YOUR SPACE OUR WORLD**

**Flexibility and Reusability.**
The simplicity of Intuity’s design enables easy localization around the world from China to India, Africa, Brazil, Colombia and Mexico. This characteristic offers our clients the lead time, pricing and quality demanded by local offices - a significant challenge to local alternatives. Not only designed to fit different applications, Intuity can be disassembled and reassembled to create new applications as business needs change.

**Lowering Our Eco Footprint.**
Intuity minimizes the impact on environment, while maximizing the investment of our clients purchasing behaviore. With 10 years of expected duration of use by consumer, Intuity is designed for a long life, and can be refurbished after end of life. Clients are rewarded for recycling Intuity legs with discounts against future purchases of Haworth products and services. Haworth, in turn, will refurbish the legs and redeploy them to new projects, thus lowering the impact on future workstations.

**Responsible Manufacturing.**
Intuity is produced in Haworth’s ISO 14001 certified and Zero Landfill manufacturing plant in Shanghai. All painted surfaces are powder-coated with no VOC emissions. No ozone depleting substances (ODSs) are used in the manufacturing process and the electricity used to assemble Intuity components in Haworth plants is offset by renewable energy credits.

**FSC Certified Materials.**
Intuity’s HPL worktops are made from FSC certified particleboards and are available in a FSC 70% mix.

In our continuing support of sustainable forestry through responsible purchasing, Haworth offers Intuity HPL tops with FSC as a standard option. By providing FSC-certified material, Haworth supports our clients’ green building goals and demonstrates our collective commitment to source materials more sustainably.

**A Scientifically-Sound LCA.**
Haworth conducted a Life Cycle Assessment on a typical Intuity desk system. The goal of this study was to calculate the total greenhouse gas emissions, in CO2 equivalent, from raw material extraction, manufacture, shipping, use and disposal of the Intuity configuration, assembled in Shanghai and intended for end use in Asia Pacific, the Middle East or Latin America.

The total greenhouse gas emissions, in CO2 equivalent, for Intuity with the defined functional unit is 774 kg (.774 metric tons) for an 8-bench configuration. With one bench at 96.75 kg CO2 eq, it is a staggering 55% decrease from the previous generation’s benching solution.

**Climate Positive.**
At Haworth, we guarantee the carbon neutrality of our furniture, making a measurable difference to the environment. We even go a step further by purchasing additional carbon credits so that our products achieve a net climate positive effect. Each piece of Intuity we manufacture comes with a certificate to prove the scientifically measured contribution to carbon offset programs we make towards Climate Counts and VCS (Voluntary Carbon Standard) on behalf of our customers.
YOUR NEEDS

WHAT WOULD MAKE YOUR TEAM MORE PRODUCTIVE?

Personalise your workspace and express your work style.
A DYNAMIC SOLUTION

Modern workspaces need to accommodate and encourage fluid work styles – while giving users easy, intuitive access to everyday essentials. Intuity is a beautifully simple, intuitive system that integrates seamlessly with different working styles, catering to the unique needs of each individual in your team.

Intuity includes a suite of Yourway accessories, giving you the ability to tailor to individual tools and preferences.

We’ve designed Yourway worktools and invite open platform partners to help you organise and define your workspace and exercise your work style.
Intuity also includes an integrated cable management system, providing easy access to power sources and networks, eliminating the presence of messy, cumbersome cables.

HAT provides resolved cable control along with height adjustment.
EXPLORE THE POSSIBILITIES

We welcome you to find out more about what Intuity can do for you, your organisation and the future of your workspace. Visit ap.haworth.com/intuity or contact your local Haworth representative for more information.